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Photo: Michael MurtaughYour GuidesKaitlyn WellsMeaghan Lee CallaghanEvery expert we spoke to agreed that walking your dog with a harness is safer than walking it on the collar. A strap gives you better control on walks and takes pressure off your neck when, say, your dog lunges after a squirrel. (In extreme cases, a dog pulling
against a collar can cause a tracheal collapse.) After three years of testing, we still believe that the Kurgo Tru-Fit Smart Dog Walking Harness is the best harness for most dogs (and their owners). Its buckles and straps are durable, and it has both front and rear mounting points, for more versatility. It is also easy to put on and available in a
variety of sizes, and it comes with a great warranty. The Kurgo Tru-Fit is durable, has front and rear mounting points, is easy to put on and offers sizes and adjustments for most dogs.* At the time of release, the price was 23 USD. The Kurgo Tru-Fit Smart Dog Walking Harness stands out in part because it has a vest shape that doesn't
narrow a dog's neck like a conventional harness when a conventional harness, for example, someone tugs at the leash to get their dog's attention away from a petting rabbit or a tantalizing scent. And this harness is made of hard, durable materials that do not easily pill or tear against sharp dog nails or fraying of normal pulling and playing.
Its double fastening points on the back and lower chest allow owners greater control over their dogs during walks. The Kurgo Tru-Fit harness fits dogs with chests from 12 to 44 inches or a weight of 5 to 110 pounds. This is a wide range of sizes, but it does not take into account all pets. Both our smallest and our biggest testers couldn't
comfortably wear this strap, so we recommend our other picks if your puppy is an outlier of size. And the Kurgo has a lifetime warranty, but it's only for material defects, and there's a small fee to replace it if your dog chews through a strap. Trainers often recommend this strap-style strap to give you better control when you walk your dog.
And it can handle dogs weighing up to 250 pounds. No matter how strong a handle you think you have on the leash of your 100-pound giant, there's no planning when they suddenly lunging at a cat that's daring across the street. The 2 Hounds Design Freedom No Pull Dog Harness is the one we recommend for dog owners who want
more control over their wild or large dogs. It has a behind the armpits and a horizontal attachment point along the lower chest, rather than the neck, as on our top pick. This lower attachment point gives dog owners more control over their pets because it distributes the power of a dog's movement more evenly. Or, if you prefer, you can use
the back fastening ring for a traditional hiking experience. We also like the Freedom No Pull model for larger dogs, dogs, it is sold in a wider range of sizes than our other picks. It is for dogs with chests from 14 to 44 inches, or weighing 14 to 250 pounds. (Although the chest measurements for this harness are similar to those for our main
selection, the open design of freedom offers space for dogs that weigh more.) The Freedom-Harness also offers lifetime replacements, including for chewing damage, for a fee that averages one-third of the acquisition cost. Puppies, toy dogs and flat pooches can have trouble fitting into a standard harness. The Puppia Soft Dog Harness is
a stretchy and breathable west-style crockery – but it's still strong enough to handle a tugging little dog. The size can be difficult as Puppia's vest design doesn't have any give in the collar, so check the dimensions of your puppy before you buy this strap. The Puppia harness fits breast sizes from 9 to 41 inches – usually dogs weighing
from 4 to 60 pounds. But we don't recommend this for larger breeds because the stretchy material is thin enough that it could wear out quickly if your big dog is a puller. The Kurgo Tru-Fit is durable, has front and rear mounting points, is easy to put on and offers sizes and adjustments for most dogs.* At the time of release, the price was
23 dollars. Trainers often recommend this strap-style strap to give you better control when you walk your dog. And it can handle dogs weighing up to 250 pounds. As Wirecutter's pet writer, I covered everything from pet cameras to dog DNA kits. I have also attended my fair share of animal obedience courses, and I have been volunteering
in animal shelters for almost a decade. So I worked with dozens of dogs while using a variety of collars, straps and linen, and I understand how important it is to find a comfortable, safe harness to keep your dog safe. This guide is also based on the coverage of Meaghan Lee Callaghan, who is a dog owner and science journalist. She
spoke to five dog trainers about the use of crockery as a behavioural tool and interviewed four vets about the health benefits of choosing the right type of crockery. Most experts agree: walking your dog with a harness is usually safer than using the collar. Photo: Rozette RagoIf you have a dog, you should get a harness, because every
expert we spoke to agreed that straps are a better, safer way to walk your dog, compared to the linen on the collar. Dr. Katherine Houpt, Professor Emeritus of Behavioral Medicine at Cornell University College of Veterinary told us that pressure on the neck and neck during walks, especially when dogs pull so much that they cough, can be
long-term harmful due to pressure on the trachea and nerves and blood vessels in the neck. This pressure can even have unexpected consequences, such as.B increased eye pressure and Tracheal collapse. This can be worse for breeds of dogs with short bursts, such as pugs known for breathing problems, and even more so for small
dogs that have small wind pipes. Pressure from collars could also cause musculoskeletal problems, said Dr Michael Lund of the ASPCA. Hard pulling can cause lashes to the dog's neck, and simply switching to a strap that stands out from the neck can be an immediate solution, he said. Collars can also be much easier to slide, especially
for long-necked dogs, and a properly sized strap can help you keep tabs on your pooch. The trainers we interviewed recommended straps that offer dual linen fastening rings: one on your dog's back and one on your dog's chest. Although they can be common, back attachments can signal that a dog pulls harder, because that's what belts
were designed first, said trainer and author Kate Perry; She explained that they were put on sled dogs and working dogs to pull cars into tow. By switching to front fastening, you can overcome this urge to pull in most dogs, and you get more control. Only a quick tug on a leash can take you face to face with your puppy, making it easy to
get the dog's attention. Belts with two fastening points can also be used with two lines, one at any point to give you what trainer Shelby Semel calls steering control, which can be ideal for people who often feel their dog is overwhelmed by the walk. It's like running a horse with reins, Semel said. (The two lines also offer rest, should you
snap when your dog tries to run after a passing squirrel.) Other equipment marketed to help correct the pulling of a dog can cause too much pressure on the neck, such as choke chains. They can give the dog a negative connection with everything they have, Semel said, although the initial pull or lung could be innocent. But most dog
trainers note that any collar or harness should be a tool for dog owners, not a magical solution. Ideally, you don't want to do a dog walk with anything, says trainer Annie Grossman, co-owner of the School for the Dogs in New York City. But because it's not a perfect world – and in many places dogs need to be leashed – you should have
the best tools and use them correctly. You don't drive like a madman because you use a seatbelt, Grossman said. If you use a belt, the experts have reminded us that puppies younger than a few months are not 24/7 a or wear a belt. They could get tangled up and get stuck, so for the first few months, don the clothes only for walks or car
rides. Photo: Sarah KobosSince 2017, we have researched more than 60 dog harnesses and tested 25 of them. We've put together potential models by browsing major retailers, pet stores, online forums and dog blogs. We have identified the specific features, such as.B.B. a control handle, reflective trim and padding. We prefer models
that have these features, as well as those sold at a variety of retailers that have solid third-party reviews and strong warranties, and which are available in different sizes to accommodate different breeds of dogs. For the latest version of this guide, we've tested 11 dog harnesses ranging from traditional to step-in styles. We checked the
quality of the materials, such as webbing, buckles and D-rings. We preferred webbing that was thicker (because it is unlikely to fray after long-term use) and softer, with burnished edges, making it more comfortable against a dog's skin. We found which models offered size-appropriate buckles, D-rings and belt widths for small dogs
compared to larger breeds, and then we practiced attaching each harness to the dogs. We preferred belts that were easy to put on and adapt without having to read a confusing instruction booklet, as this could lead to improper seizures and increase the likelihood of an accident. We also walked our dogs in each harness to assess the
overall suitability, how well we were able to control our puppies and how easily they could move in each individual. We soaked the dishes in a vinegar-water solution to get them beautiful and smelly, and then sent them through the washing machine. Photo: Meaghan Lee CallaghanWe went our testers in each belt and paid attention to the
overall fit, comfort, agility and controllability. Photo: Meaghan Lee CallaghanWe soaked the dishes in a vinegar-water solution to get them beautiful and smelly, and then sent them through the washing machine. Photo: Meaghan Lee CallaghanWe went our testers in each belt and paid attention to the overall fit, comfort, agility and
controllability. Photo: Meaghan Lee CallaghanWe tested our powerful dog harnesses with three dogs - a 9-pound chihuahua mix called Sutton, a 45-pound terrier mix called Audrey, and a 115-pound Bernese mountain dog named Watson - and their owners. The panelists noted how passable and fit each harness is, how much pressure a
belt has exerted on each dog's neck and/or chest, how well a belt controls its dogs during walks, and how easy it was for dogs to move in each individual. In 2017, we tested 14 straps for fit, comfort, agility and controllability when used with a 55-pound boxer mix called Baxter and an 11-pound maltese mix called Lei Lei. We have also paid
particular attention to how the belts smell by soaking each belt in a water-vinegar solution before letting it run through a washing machine. This told us how likely it would be for a dish to catch odors after a dog spent an afternoon rolling around in unpleasant smells in the park. Photo: Michael MurtaughThe Kurgo Tru-Fit is durable, has front
and back, is easy to put on, and offers sizes and adjustments for most dogs.* At the time of publication, publication, Price was 23'The Kurgo Tru-Fit Smart Dog Walking Harness is a great option for most dogs and their owners because it is well done and has two fastening points. And the vest shape design doesn't put additional pressure
on a dog when it tugs. It is also easy to put on and has a lifetime warranty. The robust, colour-ready design of the Kurgo Tru-Fit features durable polyester fabric and nylon straps with metal rings and shears, as well as easy-to-close, robust plastic buckles. By comparison, the Rabbitgoo Dog Harness is half the price of our selection, but the
vest isn't as soft, and its strap is thinner and fizzles out lighter. As with most belts we've tested, the Tru-Fit's double fastening points move the pressure from pulling the leash down, to the chest, or to move, depending on which mounting point is used. The vest is also a no-brainer to put on: Unlike the Blue-9 Balance and PetSafe 3 in 1
Harness, there are no confusing straps on the Kurgo Tru-Fit, and it's clear which is the front and back. It took only a minute or two to adjust the straps so that he fit finicky Baxter, the boxer, tight but not too tight – soon he surrounded the backyard as if he were wearing nothing. This harness is sold in sizes for dogs with chest sizes from 12
to 44 inches, or weighing 5 to 110 pounds. Only the 2 Hounds Design Freedom No Pull Dog Harness surpassed it by placing dogs weighing 14 to 250 pounds (Freedom's traditional strap style offers more size flexibility than Kurgo's vest harness). There are five easily changeable adjustment points for a tight fit – a cuddly strap gives you
more control over your dog than a loose one, and it prevents the shift we've experienced with some other straps we've tested, such as the PetSafe Easy Walk. The Kurgo Tru-Fit strap is a snapshot to also attract an ant dog. Video: Rozette RagoThe Tru-Fit has played well in all tests and hasn't screwed under weight stress. And cleaning
required only regular cleaning and the delicate circulation on a washing machine; it took two warmths to get rid of all the vinegar odors from our tests – on a level with most of the other wiring harnesses we looked at. Even if Baxter shredded the dishes or warped them during tests, Kurgo has a lifetime warranty on all of its products – it
even covers damage caused by your pet. Cable harnesses with defects are replaced free of charge, but there is a small fee to replace a belt with normal wear or chewing damage. Wirecutter employees reported that after only a few weeks of successfully requested Kurgo replacement products, and customer service never questioned their
returns or asked for a receipt (a bonus for people who misplaced their UPC codes and receipts). Think of the Kurgo Tru-Fit design as a life jacket: it fits, but the fit can be bulky or too low or too high, depending on body shape. So don't be if you need to exchange it for a different size. (If your puppy is between sizes, Kurgo recommends
size sizing.) For example, although the Tru-Fit is marketed for dogs with a diameter of up to 44 inches or a weight of up to 110 pounds, the largest size fits a little tightly on Watson, our 115-pound Bernese mountain dog, which has a 39-inch breast but a thick double coat. And Sutton, our 9-pound chihuahua blend, which has a 14-inch
chest, slipped slightly out of the smallest crockery, which is designed for dogs weighing just 5 pounds, or with chests of just 12 inches. The wide breast and back plates, although padded and soft, could irritate a dog that has sensitive skin. And while the Tru-Fit's front fastening point helps keep dogs from pulling, it's not quite as good for
wild pets as it is for our runner-up, the 2 Hounds Design Freedom No Pull Dog Harness, whose front attachment point is even deeper on the chest, for more control. The Kurgo Tru-Fit is tough, but not indestructible. In our tests, we loosened the seams where the webbing hits the west ebenaht by simulating a dog's lungs when we pulled it
with our hands. It also comes with an additional small nylon strap and carabiner to attach the strap to a seat belt or use it as a training tool. But Kurgo says the seatbelt strap isn't crash-tested, so we don't recommend being dependent on it as a safety measure while driving. (The Center for Pet Safety independently certifies wiring
harnesses that you can check.) Photo: Michael MurtaughTrainers often recommend this harness to give you better control when walking your dog. And it can handle dogs weighing up to 250 pounds. Almost every trainer we spoke to mentioned the 2 Hounds Design Freedom No Pull Dog Harness by name. This is part of the reason that
we recommend this crockery if you need better control on your walks with large or wild dogs. The design of freedom makes it more convenient for dogs to wear, with a strap that sits deep above the chest instead of enclosing the neck (half of the straps we've researched). The construction and straps are durable, and there is a bit of velvet
under each armpit strap, for added comfort and as a clear identifier of which belt goes where. The Freedom-Harness stays on the dog's body with simple, strong straps that do not narrow. The trainers we spoke to said that the front attachment of the freedom to the horizontal strap, which is positioned deep on the chest, is the to prevent
puppies from pulling. You get control of the dog's whole strength by pulling at the chest, said trainer Kate Perry. This strap and fastening point, lower than that on our top pick, concentrates the force centrally on the chest and tugs on the connecting lower leg straps, making it super-easy to regain your dog's attention and correct naughty
behavior. (The (The Easy Walk has a similar, T-shaped design, but lacks the stabilizing strap between the front legs. And our experts said it's common for dog owners not to properly fit this on their dogs, creating a safety issue.) These soft pads help make the Freedom Harness more comfortable for dogs, but they also retain odors. Photo
Michael Murtaugh trainers Shelby Semel and Perry said the Freedom design gives owners more control without any additional material, leaving a wide berth between your dog's neck and straps that could suffocate. An additional piece of fabric on the rear linen fastening ring helps to distribute each force or load evenly. And the belly strap
is lined with velvet and provides additional cushioning under each armpit so dogs don't scrub while they're wearing the harness. But in our tests that velvet band retains odors, and it still smelled like vinegar after two washing. This dog harness comes in a variety of colors and is in sizes for dogs with chests from 14 to 44 inches, or weighing
14 to 250 pounds. It matched our greatest tester, Watson - a 115-pound Bernese mountain dog with a 39-inch chest - the best, and his double fastening points gave his owner plenty of control on their walks. For a dog like Watson, it's great, said editor-in-chief Mark Smirniotis. Connecting a leash to the front and rear rings makes it much
easier to keep it stable when something increases its interest, and it's also much easier to navigate it through a crowd as it's closer and more controlled. Freedom came close to our smallest tester, but the thick webbing and heavy buckles and rings ultimately made it too bulky for Sutton, our 9-pound chihuahua mix. For small dogs, the
Puppia Soft Dog Harness is a better bet. Finally, the Freedom No Pull-Harness is supported by a lifetime replacement guarantee for chewing damage – for a fee. Dog owners can pay USD 13 to return the dishes to the manufacturer, and replacement orders are usually processed within a week. Photo: Sarah KobosThe Puppia Soft Dog
Harness is a soft, adjustable vest to keep your toy-sized dog safe. Because these dogs can be bubbly or have low bodies, a more flexible fabric construction can stay in place better than nylon straps or a universal design like the Kurgo Tru-Fit vest. The Puppia is small enough in sizes for use on a dog with a 9-inch chest, like a 31.5-pound
chihuahua.The vest shape keeps the harness tight, without any pressure on the delicate neck of your little puppy, and it works with a variety of dog body thanks to its flexible materials and adjustable chest strap. This is especially good if your dog is an escape artist who could slip a leg out under a nylon harness band and hightail it three
blocks in a flash. But since there is no giving in the neck area, it can be difficult to find a proper fit. We recommend The dimensions of your puppy before buying the Puppia. The manufacturer advises adding 1.4 to 1/2 inches to the neck measurement and measuring it at the neck base to get a proper fit. The Puppia harness has only one
back-to-back point, but that should provide enough control for toy breeds. Photo: Sarah KobosNo small dog straps we found used front fastening points, but dogs that are these tiny are light enough to reposition with the rear point if you need to correct bad behavior. We felt safer walking our little dog in the Puppia than in the Frisco Small
Breed Soft Vest Dog Harness, which Velcro uses instead of buckles to secure it in place. If the Velcro is not safe or wears off, it would be easy for a bony, dislocated dog to escape. Although the Puppia is light enough not to weigh on the smallest dogs, it is as strong as other western-style straps that we have tested. The buckles remain
safe, and the strap is durable, albeit slightly scratchy. The Puppia strap is easy to wash and comes in a variety of colors. Although the harness is suitable for dogs with chests from 9 to 41 inches – say, a 31.5-pound chihuahua to a 60-pound lab – we do not recommend using it for non-toy breeds as there is no front fastening. Photo:
Meaghan Lee CallaghanThe Frisco Small Breed Soft Vest Dog Harness uses larger hardware and buckles than the Puppia, making it heavier on a small dog frame. The vest also locks with Velcro, which is not very safe. And there is no adjustable belly strap to accommodate dogs with wasp-shaped chests or flat frames. The Kurgo
Journey dog harness is well done, but our dogs were remarkably uncomfortable wearing it during the test. The crockery rests higher on the neck than most styles we have found, and there has not been much. And the breastplate is lined with stiff cardboard, which can be restrictive for a dog on a long walk. The L.L.Bean Personalized
Reflective Pet Harness was our previous choice for a crotch strap with back fastening. We loved it because it is very reflective, can be personalized with your contact information and was supported by the legendary l.L.Bean warranty. But L.L.Bean reduced its lifetime warranty to a one-year warranty policy and put it on a par with many of
the wiring harnesses we tested. We also ordered this product three times and never received the right item. The manufacturer could not explain why he never found the right harness in the warehouse, so we can't recommend a product that we've never tested again. The on the Pawtitas Pet Reflective Step in Dog Harness is itchy, and it is
also too wide in its smallest sizes, so it is not ideal for petite puppies. The fit is also poor, and it's easy for some dogs to slip out of the strap. The PetSafe 3 in 1 Harness is well done, and we like that the webbing is lined in Jersey which is softer on the skin of a delicate puppy. But this extra layer makes the strap really thick, so it's a pain to
change the size. The plastic buckles are stiff to use, and while our testers tried this harness, they were worried about pinching their fingers or their dogs' skin. We revisited the PetSafe Easy Walk for this update, but we still can't recommend it. It's an affordable, strong choice styled for horse harness, but because there's no vertical chest
strap between the front legs, the harness tends to wander around a dog's frame. Some testers also couldn't fit it properly on their dogs, so we opted for straps that were easier to use and kept safe to ensure the safety of everyone involved. The Rabbitgoo Dog Harness has a thinner webbing than what we recommend from the Kurgo and
Freedom brands, and the metal hardware is also larger and heavier. We preferred belts that were durable yet light enough that they would not burden our dogs. We also tested the Ruffwear Front Range Dog Harness again. It is very similar to our main pick, but its materials are not so hard. For example, the front fastening point was made
of plastic, not metal, so we don't think it will hold up over time. The buckles are also difficult to operate, and the chest plate is too thick. Our dogs looked uncomfortable with this harness on walks.2017 TestThe Best Pet Supplies Voyager All Season Harness is a Velcro vest that has a buckle. With Velcro, you would think that you could
easily put the strap on to make a tight fit, but in this case, the placement of the buckle blocks you from it. The Blue-9 Balance Harness has too many buckles, and it's confusing and difficult to put on. You may get used to its design over time, but it's too complicated compared to the Kurgo. The materials can also be light, but this one
seemed rather flimsy. The Chai's Choice Front Range Harness is a vest-style model similar to the Kurgo, but it felt less robust in our tests. The Gooby Choke-Free Comfort X Harness has a cool design for toy dogs – the X-shape creates a V, with straps far from the dog's neck. It hugs the dog's body with minimal fabric that is super
adjustable. It withstood all tests, but it's really light and didn't feel like it would last in the long run. The Kurgo Tru-Fit Dog Safety Harness seems to be a step up from the Kurgo version that we ultimately selected: it has heavy materials because it is for the safety of the car and not necessarily casual walking is made. The closures – which
are not quite buckles, but two layers of metal that you have to push into each other – are hard to fasten, especially if your impatient dog is wobbling. This belt also did not do well in the disc because the metal stained and lost its shine. The Orvis Reflective Embroidered Dog Harness is almost to the L.L.Bean wiring harnesses, but the Orvis
comes in fewer sizes (although it is available in more colors). The Ruffwear Webmaster Dog Harness has no front fastening and too much additional material – the vest comes almost completely on the dog's back. Our poor test dogs had flashbacks to be dressed in unhappy holiday sweaters. Spurs Yup! No Pull Mesh Harness has an
interesting design, with soft padding that draws under both armpits, mesh on the chest and a drawstring that can be closed at the back. Although this can make adjustability child's play, Dr. Katherine Houpt, Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine, Telephone Interview, August 8, 2017Annie Grossman, School for the Dogs,
Telephone Interview, August 16, 2017Dr. Amy Pauli, Madison Veterinary Specialists, Telephone Interview, August 16, 2017Andrea Arden, Andrea Arden , August 16, 2017 , Shelby Semel Dog Training, Phone InterviewDr. Michael Lund, ASPCA, Phone InterviewKate Perry, Kate Perry Dog Training, Phone InterviewAnthony Newman,
Calm Energy Dog Training, Email InterviewDr. Kevin Cronin and collaborators, Bellmore Veterinary, in a personal interviewPat Miller, 2017 Best Dog Harnesses Review, Whole Dog JournalMikkel Becker, Harnessing the Walk: Choosing the Right Harness for Your Dog, Vet StreetKaitlyn Wells is a staff writer who deals with everything that
covers pets and commuting equipment at Wirecutter. She has a decade of experience volunteering in animal shelters and, of course, commutes to work. Since joining us, she has recruited over 150 cats and dogs (and their owners) to test things. She's always excited to share photos of her pets – just ask her. Meaghan Lee Callaghan is a
science writer on Long Island. Her work has appeared in Audubon Magazine, Popular Science and Scientific American. If she doesn't write, you can find her cuddled up with a puppy and a good book or hiking trails along the beach.by Kaitlyn Wells When you bring a new puppy home, make sure you have everything you need to keep your
pet – and yourself – safe and happy.by Kevin PurdyAfter testing and trying to break the best dog boxes models , We think that the strong, safe MidWest Ultima Pro is the box that most people use for their dog.by Jackie ReeveWhen you share your bed with a pet, some simple strategies and durable equipment can help protect against
accidents and keep your room clean and comfortable.by Tim Heffernanbringing home a new cat or dog is a challenge for you and her. Our selection - for Bowls, toys, insurance and more – facilitate the transition. Transition. Transition.
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